ADVERTISEMENT

HARVARD Scientists Discover:

The body
chemical behind
stubborn belly fat

T

he true story of how
one frustrated Sydney
school teacher finally
got the “bikini body” she
always dreamed of by taming
the body chemical that kept
those bulges appearing.
Here’s how she did it - and
you can, too!
Imagine if there was a simple way
to quickly lose 10...20...even 50 kilos
without starving yourself, without
counting calories, and without spending
hundreds of dollars on pre-packaged
meals.
Now imagine you could easily banish
cravings for pizza, ice cream, and
other “bad” foods. This breakthrough
discovery works so well it helps you burn
fat while sitting at your desk...watching
TV...or even when you’re sleeping!
And imagine if this discovery even
burns away stubborn belly fat while you
still enjoy your favorite cheat foods!
I know that sounds incredible. But
here’s what happened when one
frustrated Sydney schoolteacher tried
this for herself...
Annie had struggled with her weight
since
childhood. No
matter what
she did,
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starved herself on bland, low-calorie
diets. She spent hours in the gym. She
even considered surgery.
But every time she lost a few kilos,
she’d put it back on—and more. No
matter what Annie did, she just couldn’t
get rid of those extra pounds.
Then Annie discovered an amazing
breakthrough that melts away extra kilos
fast – especially around your waistline.
In fact, Annie lost 3.5 kilos in just 7
days. And she went on to lose another
12 kilos in the next few months.
Annie finally has the bikini body she’s
always dreamed of. But what’s really
amazing is that Annie lost her extra kilos
without dieting. She didn’t spend hours
in the gym either.
Instead, she used this scientifically
proven breakthrough to get rid of
stubborn fat on your belly, hips, and
thighs for good!
Harvard scientists discover key to
a sexy, flat stomach...
If Annie’s story sounds familiar, you’re
not alone. In fact, over 30 long-term
weight loss studies prove that most
dieters actually gain weight! But until
recently, no one knew why...until a group
of researchers from Harvard University
reported about the power of a special
chemical released by your body.
This chemical acts as your body’s
“hunger switch” and tells it when to eat.
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your metabolism. It even tells
It regulates
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body where to store fat. This is why
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some people can eat all the foods they
and never have bulges around their
want a
waist.
What’s this chemical called? Leptin.
Wha
You may have already heard about
leptin. It’s been hailed as a dieting
breakthrough by Harvard University and
breakt
magazine. And for good reason.
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see, when your leptin levels are
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rig your body turns into into a fat
burning furnace. And you lose inches
burnin
around your waist, hips, and thighs
almost automatically.
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But did you know leptin is also the #1
reason why diets don’t work? It’s true!
The Shocking
Truth About Diets
Tr
Unfortunately,
studies
show that
conventional
diets wreak
havoc
with your
h
leptin levels.
And that’s a big
problem. Why?
p
Because when your
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leptin levels go
haywire, you get
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hunger cravings
day and night.
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Ravenous, hunger cravings that are
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almost impossible to resist.
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Before you know it, you start
B
craving fatty, sugary foods. Your
cra
metabolism slows to a crawl. And
m
yyour body starts packing extra fat
onto your belly, hips, and thighs.
No wonder it’s so hard to get rid

of belly fat. Most diets actually turn your
body in a fat-storing machine!
But here’s the good news: leptin can
also help you lose weight. You see, when
you restore healthy leptin levels, you can
turn off your brains “hunger switch” and
make weight loss almost effortless!
In a recent study, researchers found
that restoring healthy leptin levels
actually reduced subject’s appetite by a
whopping 30%. That’s right—they ate
1/3 less food without trying to diet.
Not only that, the subjects also had
more energy, too. In fact, they literally
doubled their activity levels. And they
started losing weight almost immediately.
Effortlessly Get A Flat, Sexy
Stubborn Tummy – No
Willpower Required!
And now there’s a simple and proven
way for you to harness leptin’s amazing
fat-burning power for yourself.
What’s more, you don’t need to spend
hours at the gym or buy expensive
pre-packaged meals. In fact, this
breakthrough is proven to get rid of
stubborn fat around your belly, hips, and
thighs quickly and easily...and without
the frustrations of traditional diets.
This amazing breakthrough is called
Bodytrim.
You may have heard about this unique
“no-diet” weight loss system before.
Thousands of Australians have used
Bodytrim to lose 10...20...even 50 kilos-without the hassle of traditional diets.
In fact, a recent analysis of data of
over 8,000 Bodytrim users revealed the
average person lost over 6k in the first
week alone. And remember - that’s an
average result. Many people who use
Bodytrim lose much, more. People like...
FREE TRIAL OFFER
Imagine how good you’d feel if you could
finally fit back into your skinny jeans...wear
that little black dress in the back of your
closet...or – like Annie—get the bikini body
you’ve always wanted.
Well, now you can try this proven no-diet
weight loss system for yourself—risk free!
Lose 5kg in 7 days...
GUARANTEED!
You see, we’re so confident
Bodytrim will help you lose weight and
keep it off that we’re willing to make
you a special offer:
Order your FREE trial of Bodytrim
TODAY. If you don’t lose at least 5 kilos
in the first 7 days, you don’t owe us a
cent (less $14.95 postage and handling).
To order your FREE trial of Bodytrim
and finally get rid of stubborn belly fat,
just go to www.bodytrim.com.au
Or, for faster service, simply call us
at 1-800-XXX-XXXX.
We’ll process your order within 24
hours and rush-ship it to your door.
Imagine how you’ll feel when those
extra kilos around your belly are gone for
good... never to return! Why wait? Order
your risk-free trial of BodyTrim today and
start creating the life—and body—you’ve
always dreamed of.

CHRIS OLDHAM
“The compliments kept coming, my
clothes keep getting looser – and I can’t
believe how easy Bodytrim made it! Now
my wife’s lost 25 kilos on Bodytrim too.
Things have never been better for us”
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Before: 138kg, After: 78kg

KATRINA LUBANS
“Before I lost the weight I was pushing
everyone away. I didn’t love myself and
it was ruining my relationship. Now I’m
engaged and you can’t wipe the smile off
my face! It’s all because of Bodytrim, I
couldn’t be more grateful”
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Before: 92kg, After: 63kg

ALISSA GANTER
“I don’t know what happened to me?
I got married, had kids … and before I
knew it I was 100 kilos! But Bodytrim
gave me my identity back. Now I’m not
just a mum, I’m Alissa”
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Before: 100.5kg, After: 67kg

KRISTINA ADAMS
“I was sick of being the funny fat person,
making the jokes before anyone else
could. But now thanks to Bodytrim I’ve
lost the weight of a whole person … and
it’s never coming back!”
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Before: 141.8kg, After: 80.1kg

FREE TRIAL OFFER ONLY AVAILABLE
ON 1300 XXX XXX (QUOTE PROMO
CODE XXXXXX). OFFER IS NOT
AVAILABLE IN STORE.
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